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FisheriesApp comes equipped with a full complement of back office data management tools 
for reviewing, analyzing, and exporting catch and landing event details for fishing industry 
stakeholders such as license holders, regulators, and NGOs. It is highly configurable, simple to 
deploy, and tailored for a strong user experience regardless of fishery size or complexity.

The Leading Fisheries 
Management and 
Electronic Reporting 
Platform 
FisheriesApp is a cost-effective fisheries management and electronic reporting platform for 

collecting, reporting, and analyzing fisheries catch and landing data. FisheriesApp is used 

by harvesters, processors, enumerators, observers, scientists and other stakeholders to get 

fishery information into the connected world. 

Configuration support for a wide variety of fisheries such 

as oceans, lakes, rivers, and aquaculture

Collect now, report later – smartphone or tablet offline 

mode for limited or no internet connectivity

Analytics suite and full data views with search and 

filtering for on the go fisheries management and 

operations including at a glance dashboard key 

performance indicators – how is my fishery doing right 

now? 

Data submission review and validation tools – allows for 

third party verification of submitted harvest data

Configurable core and custom form library to capture 

harvest data on distinct aspects of your fishery including 

(but not limited to) target species and bycatch definitions, 

gear type, vessel, fishing area, season/opening 

management, and allocation and quota management

Tie in with on-board vessel systems via VMS, and other 

GPS based technology, for live and historical vessel track 

path analysis and review

End-to-end supply chain transparency – integrates with 

Vericatch’s KnowYour.Fish traceability and sustainability 

platform

Core Features
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By using both FisheriesApp and KnowYour.Fish you can achieve complete traceability within the supply 

chain to add value and build reputation in new consumer, retailer, and restaurant markets. 
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Vericatch works with leading NGOs and regulators to make 

a tangible change in the future of fisheries and the fishing 

industry.  Having the support and expertise of world-

renowned organizations helps ensure that our solutions are 

meeting the needs of fisheries and contributing to current 

and future sustainability goals.

Vericatch is a Vancouver, Canada based company founded 

in 2006 to help fishermen report and utilize catch data. 

Today, our products are deployed in many countries across 

many different types of fisheries. Our team’s diverse fishing, 

technology, and business backgrounds add experience and 

perspective to the solutions we provide our customers. 
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Additional Features

Custom role definitions for scenarios beyond typical 

fisherman and monitor based electronic reporting

Security group rights and roles for stakeholder managed 

data views

Highly auditable – know who changed what data when

Multiple language and locale support – deploy for 

different language needs within the same fishing 

management area

CSV data exports

API support for third party integrations 


